An efficient way to develop large scale speech corpora is to collect phonetically rich ones that have high coverage of phonetic contextual units. The sentence set, usually called as the minimum set, should
Introduction
When porting available speech recognition and translation technologies to a new task or a new target language, researchers frequently meet the issue of developing either large scale speech training corpora or some amounts of adaptation speech data, under the condition of limited time and cost. One efficient way to do this is to use a minimum sentence set for data collection [1] , [2] . The minimum sentence set is desired to have as few as possible number of sentences, but as high as possible coverage of phonetic contextual environments. This approach have at least two merits: one is that it guarantees data coverage of important phonetic contextual variations. And the other one is that it helps to collect data of more number of speakers, when given the same amount of cost.
The design method is to some extent decided by the ratio of the number of different phonetic units and the desired number of sentences in the final set. If the ratio is relatively small, meaning that comparatively more sentences can be selected, then the sentence set can be required not only to Although the weighting method in [2] has the effect of reducing the size of generated objective sentence set, it has no effect of reducing the computation cost. Based on it, we proposed in [7] a modified greedy search, named as least-tomost-ordered greedy search, which selects a sentence only from those sentences containing the unit of least frequency. The method was found to be able to generate a smaller objective set at significantly lower computation cost when compared to the standard greedy search. From then on, the algorithm have been widely applied to a number of sentence set design tasks with various kinds of purposes: different contextual environments ranged from monophones, biphones, triphones and even higher contextual effect dependent units, very small sets for quick collections of speaker adaptation data, large scale speech databases for acoustic model training, very phonetically rich speech database for synthesis, and a number of languages including Chinese, Japanese, English, Indonesian and etc. This paper is to evaluate different characteristics of four greedy search algorithms for minimum sentence set: the conventional greedy in [1], the weighted conventional greedy in [2], the least-to-most-ordered greedy in [7] , and a so-called weighted least-to-most-ordered greedy algorithm proposed in this study. The experiments were to design a minimum sentence set for collecting a large scale Chinese speech training corpus. The following is arranged as follows: Section 2 described the four greedy algorithms. Section 3 introduces the experimental setup for designing a minimum sentences set with a high coverage of cross word triphones for Chinese. Section 4 presents the experimental results and analysis. Section 5 introduces an exact application of the designed minimum sentence set: the large scale Chinese speech corpus ATRPTH. The 792 sentence-set is given in Appendix A, as an reference for increasing interests in Chinese corpora construction. Finally we conclude in Sect. 6.
Step 2: Sentence selection: Select the sentence s* with the highest score where the inverse of frequencies, proposed in [2] . The algorithm keeps the same steps as the Method 1, except the sentence score is computed in the following way.
All the four methods select the sentences in one common way: one locally optimal sentence with the highest score at each step. The method 1 and 2 just differ in the way to calculate sentence score: one uses a ratio of types a, ai, an, ang, ao, e, ei, en, eng, er, i1, i2, i3, ia, ian, iang, iao, ie, ing, in, iu, iong, o, ou, u, ua, uai, uang, uan, ui, un, uo, ong, v, van, ve, vn class triphone types of possible 5,300 appeared in the text corpus, the following experiments are to search a minimum sentence-set which covers all the 4,854 triphone units.
Experimental Results
As all the four algorithms can finally find all the desired triphone units, we investigated the experimental results from the following three aspects: sizes of the selected sentence sets, the relations between found orders and unit frequencies, and computation costs of each algorithms, in order to understand their characteristics. Table 5 gives the size statistics of the selected sentence sets by the four methods with respect to the number of sentences, the number of characters and average sentence length in characters. From it, we can see,
Size of the Selected Sentence Sets
The sentence set selected by Method 1, the standard greedy algorithm, has the most sentences. Whereas the one by Method 3, the least-to-most search algorithm, has the least sentences among the four results.
The other two have similar number of about 1,400 sentences, less than that of Method 1 but more than that of But those by Method 3 had averagely 3 more characters per sentence. first 100 sentences for the method 2 and 4, those came after 200 for the method 3. This means that the method of weighting by the inverse of token frequency, i.e., the Method 2 and 4, tend to select the sentences with less frequent units at earlier stage than the Method 3. . The histograms of Method 2 and Method 4 are similar . Figure 5 illustrates the search traces of the experiments, and Fig. 6 emphasizes the first 400 sentences. We can see the main differences: although the standard greedy algorithm found more units than the others in the early 60 sentences, it was exceeded by the Method 3 after 60 sentences, and by the Method 2, 4 after 950 sentences.
Computational Costs
For Method 1 and Method 2, almost all the sentences in the text corpus are evaluated to renew the sentence scores at each step during the search. When the mother set has N sentences and the final set has M sentences, they approximately do XI = 0(M • N) evaluations of sentence scores. Whereas for Method 3 and Method 4, the number of approximate evaluations amounts to X2 = 0(L_I ,...,M ni ), where ni is the number of sentences in the sub-mother set containing the least frequent unit u* in the ith step. As ni <_ N, we get X2 <_ Xl. When there are a number of least frequent units such that ni «N, then X2<<XI holds, indicating that only a small fraction of the whole corpus is evaluated. So the computational costs for the Method 3 and 4 can be much less than those of Method 1 and 2. Experimental results also confirmed this as illustrated in Fig. 7 . On the same platform, the running time of Method 1 and Method 2 is more than 60 and 50 hours respectively, and those of Method 3 and 4 are less than 10 hours.
Chinese Speech Training Corpus: ATRPTH
The selected sentence set by Method 3 has been used to build a large scale Chinese Putonghua training speech corpus [I 1]. Although the set has more characters than those of Method 2 and 4, the sentence average length is regarded as appropriate for reading speech collection: average Chinese speaking rate is about 4 ' 4.5 syllables per second, and an average utterance duration of 3 seconds approximately include 12 ~ 15 syllables. The automatically selected 1,127 sentences were manually edited and combined into less number of sentences. The resultant 792 sentences exactly included 4,653 class triphones, whose coverage was tested for an open database of one month's newspaper with 141.5 thousands of sentences and 1.8 million characters. Table 6 shows the coverage statistics for different kinds of units, where token coverage rate depicts the ratio of the tokens of units which have at least one sample in the 792-sentence set to the total number of tokens appearing in the newspaper.
When the class triphone units are used, 99.42% of the tokens of the newspaper sentences has at least one sample INF & SYST., VOL .E91-D, NO.3 MARCH 2008 Traces of searching Traces of the first 410 sentences in the designed minimum sentence set. Therefore, the minimum set has a high, almost complete, phonetic coverage, and its number is efficient enough for speech data collection.
Exactly, we used the sentence set to collect a 51. 
